
EEstablishing political criteria for
judging the Supreme Court’s work
is a hopelessly unsatisfying en-
deavor as long as we reserve the
right to have different political
views and legal philosophies and
the Court continues to have a com-
pletely discretionary docket. I pro-
pose, instead, a more limited crite-
rion that may generate a measure
of agreement: In the cases that it
accepts for plenary review, does
the Court decide what it has to and
no more than it has to?

In other words, does the Court
reach out for issues that the case
does not properly present or delib-
erately avoid deciding issues that
are both properly presented by the
case and important (as evidenced
by the Court’s grant of certiorari)? 

In the accompanying table, I
apply this criterion to labor and
employment cases argued and de-
cided during the Court’s 2005–2006
term. A score of 1 is awarded when-
ever the Court decides the case on
the issue presented by the petition
as framed by the ruling below and
the facts of the case and does not
purport to hold more than is neces-
sary to address that issue.

If the Court purports to decide
other, broader issues, it receives a
score of 0. On the other hand,
when the Court hears a case and
fails to address a fairly presented
issue on which it granted certio-
rari, it also receives a score of 0 be-
cause the Court made a discre-
tionary choice to avoid deciding
an important issue. The Court
heard nine cases during the 05–06
term in the labor and employment
area. The maximum score it could
have received was 9. It instead re-
ceived a grade of 4.

I will apply the same criteria
next summer to the Court’s output
during the 2006–2007 term and see
if it fares better. Stay tuned. ■

Samuel Estreicher (samuel.estreicher
@nyu.edu), Dwight D. Opperman Pro-
fessor of Law at New York University
Law School, is immediate past Sec-
tion secretary.
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Case

IBP v. Alvarez,
126 S. Ct. 515 (2005)

Arlaugh v. Y&H Corp.,
126 S. Ct. 1235 (2006)

Domino’s Pizza
v. McDonald, 
126 S. Ct. 1246 (2006)

Garcetti v. Ceballos, 
126 S. Ct. 1951 (2006)

Mohawk Industries
v. Williams,
126 S. Ct. 2016 (2006)

Whitman v. Department
of Transportation
126 S. Ct. 2014 (2006)

United States v. 
Georgia, 
126 S. Ct. 877 (2006)

Burlington Northern 
v. White,
126 S. Ct. 2405 (2006)

Sereboff v. Mid Atlantic
Medical Services
126 S. Ct. 1869 (2006)

Issue

Whether time walking and wait-
ing to don and doff protective
equipment is compensable time
under Portal-to-Portal Act

Whether Title VII’s 15-or-more
employee requirement for em-
ployer coverage is jurisdictional

Whether a sole shareholder and
president of company denied a
contract for racial reasons can
sue under 42 U.S.C. § 1981 de-
spite the absence of a contractu-
al relationship with defendant

Whether job-required speech 
is protected by the First 
Amendment

Whether a corporation and its
agents that do not conduct or par-
ticipate in affairs of a larger enter-
prise constitute an “enterprise”
under the Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations Act

Whether federal employee is
barred by 5 U.S.C. § 7127(a) from
pursuing constitutional claim
against employer

Whether § 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment abrogates state’s
Eleventh Amendment immunity
as applied to prison inmates
suing under Title II of the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act

Whether a materially adverse
change in terms of employment
is sufficient to establish an “ad-
verse employment action” under
Title VII or whether an “ultimate
employment decision” is needed

Whether claim by a plan fiduciary
for reimbursement from plan ben-
eficiary from money received from
third party constitutes “equitable
relief” under § 502(a)(3) of the 
Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act

Judicial Restraint?

Decided issues presented

Decided issue presented

Decided issue presented

Decided broader issue of whether
speech “pursuant to job duties” is
protected by the First Amendment

Dismissed petition and remand
for proceedings consistent with
Ideal Steel Supply Corp. v. Anza,
126 S. Ct. 1991 (2006)

Case remanded for lower court
to explore jurisdictional and
preclusion issues

Decided only whether complaint
alleged constitutional violations
without deciding independent
force of ADA claims

Decided broader issue, not pre-
sented by the facts, of whether
an “adverse employment action”
need be job related at all, as long
as it is reasonably likely to deter
protected activity

Decided issue presented

Non- Net 
decision? Score

No 1

No 1

No 1

No 0

Yes 0

Yes 0

Yes 0

No 0

No 1
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